Interpretation of the Tablets of Hermes by Carsten Martin Ploss (July 2009):
•

The macrocosm corresponds to the microcosm (How on top - thus below, like
below - thus on top. How inside - thus outside, like outside - thus inside. How in
the tallness - thus in the little one). That is called: THE LAW OF
CORRESPONDENCE. The Spirit (of God) is inside you and all around you. Your
physical body is your current form of expression – it depends on time and is
only a suit for your soul (Conditioned spirit with several emotions). The spiritual
body exists independent from room-time and is much bigger than your
physical body. (Example: You think about somebody etc.). Your Spirit is able
to create multiple worlds – Realities around you. The Existence develops
relative to the existing. Everything is a mind. The spring of the life is an infinite
Creator's mind. The creation is spiritual. That is called: THE LAW OF THE MIND.

•

It all depends on our will to create an imagination strong enough to survive
the outer influence on our will. Conditional imaginations attract appearances
to your Reality. That is called: THE LAW OF ATTRACTION -> Adapt your
Imaginations to something you would like to reach and it will appear to your
Reality, because your mind is working like a magnet. Same attracts same and
is strengthened by same. The unequal pushes off each other. You will meet
people or experience situations, which are related to your adaption. In Latin it
is called: VISIO IN DISTANT ET ACTIO IN DISTANTE, which means you should
imagine and act – adapt yourself – like it happens/appears to you already.
That will increase the probability of the final occurrence. Each action will
cause a reaction – the circle is always accomplished – always rounded off just in time. You judge yourself by conditions – the game you want to play in
your current form of expression or the expression you had before. That is
called: THE LAW OF CAUSALITY (KARMA). Nothing happens randomly. Once
aware there will be ways to accomplish the puzzle – and become an open
book about the Future (Effects are known according to the kind of
attractions).

•

The four elements (Fire, Water, Air and Earth) symbolize the existing world. The
upper level is FIRE and (AIR), the middle level is WATER and the lower level is
the EARTH.
-

FIRE is related to the Spirit (Sun), Logos/Ideas -> Independent from RoomTime (Always is and always will be)

-

AIR is related the movement of the Spirit to realize the created
ideas/imaginations of the soul (E-motions = Energy Movements) on earth

-

WATER is related to the soul (Moon), Emotional -> Partly independent from
Room-Time and connected to Body and Spirit, like the connecting chain
between both
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-

EARTH is related to the body and the mother of all living beings – both
spiritual and physical (created ideas) -> Dependent on Room-Time
The “father” or the universal spirit exists inside you and all around you. THE
LAW OF HARMONY AND BALANCE describes a meditative the state, which
is called the silence within the movement. The Principle includes a basic
understanding of the three parts of the world: CREATION, DESTRUCTION
AND THE NEUTRAL-BALANCE.
The Balance is always the result/effect of the causes and is based on the
Law of Causality. In complete harmony everything is in Balance all the
time - ALL IS NOTHING AT THE SAME TIME.

8. And he said, "The person is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the sea
and drew it up from the sea full of little fish. Among them the wise fisherman
discovered a fine large fish. He threw all the little fish back into the sea, and easily
chose the large fish. Anyone here with two good ears had better listen!"
(Gospel of Thomas from the 1st century A.D. discovered 1945 in Nag Hamadi, Egypt).
The Adept should overcome the polarity of thinking. In the physical world
everything owns a pair of contrasts – but the contrasts are ONE. The Spirit God is at the same time – Creative and Destructive and units in the
Balance all existing contrasts as ONE. This is called THE LAW OF POLARITY.
The Adept will throw all small fish over board and will choose the fine large
fish –to give back the birth-present of the free will and dedicate the will to
a state of the NON-Existing polarity – which reveals the great infinity
powers.
Without Emptiness nothing could exist. Only out of the silence you can
hear the piano playing or the bird singing. Only the empty room is
capable to be filled with our imaginations – to display our ideas (in a state
representing our current form of expression – our current ability to move
forward into time). Nothing is solid – everything is in motion (ref.: QuantumPhysics), even if your senses are not able to realize it: THE REALITY IS AN
ILLUSION (a solid dream) AND THE ILLUSION SEEMS TO BE REAL (solid). The
fine-one (spirit) comes first it is the essence of everything solid – of your
body and all you can sense – the world you are living in. The Spirit always is
and always will be – your soul is the accompanying condition and your
body the current form of expression. You judge yourself by conditions – the
Game you want to play or wanted to play before (in your current form of
expression or the expression you had before). The expression is the vessel
of the condition and the condition is a part of the complete balance.
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Beginning and End at the same time. What comes next will be the
balance – it always is and always will be. But there is no random condition
– and there is nothing hidden. The principle of conditioning is also the
principle of Non-Conditioning. Ask you will get the answer – hear and
follow the sound that never dies. That is THE LAW OF THE RHYTHM - the
energy flows in an out – everything owns his tides – rises and falls.
Adapt yourself and it will flow in and out – become your Creation. THE
END (AND THE BEGINNING) IS NOW. Only if you are able to think about

something – it could happen to you….

